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P ius care home in Hoensbroek, Netherlands, was built in

1982 and provides accommodation for 100 people.

When it was renovated earlier this year, the owners

took the opportunity to install the new Kaba exos 9300

access system. In combination with Kaba TouchGo, this allows

residents unrestricted access to permitted areas, while keeping

residential units and private areas secure.

Kaba TouchGo – making life easier

The new electronic locking system makes it possible to open

doors without using a key or access card. When someone simply

touches the door handle, the electronic mechanism recognizes

whether he or she is carrying an authorized Kaba TouchGo trans-

ponder. There is no need to worry about digging out a key and

fitting it into a lock, so life is made much easier for people suffer-

ing from dementia. The transponder is the size of a cigarette

lighter and it simply uses the natural electrostatic charge of the

human body to power the transmission of the necessary data

signals. TouchGo was developed by Kaba on the basis of RCID

(Resistive Capacitive Identification) technology. Programming

the transponder does not take long, so if one gets lost, there is

none of the hassle that goes with replacing keys. Doors fitted

People who need help and care often find it difficult to unlock doors.
But with Kaba’s new system, they only have to carry a transponder
with them to open locked doors, simply by touching the handle – without
any key. The system thus meets the rising demand for flexibility,
convenience and security.

Pius care home
very pleased
with TouchGo
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with Kaba TouchGo technology can easily

be integrated into existing Kaba security

concepts.

A very convenient security concept

Each door is individually programmed,

so the residents’ privacy is assured, and

there is no danger of the kind of conflicts

that can arise when people mistakenly

open the wrong door. To further enhance

security and flexibility, the main and asso-

ciates entrances are fitted with the Kaba

exos 9300 online access system. Stand-

ard rooms at the home are equipped with

Kaba evolo c-lever electronic hardware,

and the studio appartments in the demen-

tia section are additionally fitted with the

Kaba TouchGo c-lever. Dementia patients

carry their Kaba TouchGo transponders

with them and so can easily access author-

ized rooms. Associates and family can

open the doors with access cards. Medi-

cine cabinets have been fitted with digital

half-cylinders to prevent any misuse of

substances.

Good partnership

Kaba’s partner, Mawi Beveiliging en Toe-

gangsbeheer, a subsidiary of the Van

Enckevort Group based in Sittard-Geleen,

Netherlands, carried out the entire pro-

ject from initial consultation to delivery.

After assembling, installing and program-

ming the systems, Mawi even organized

training for users. Using Kaba solutions,

Mawi has created an access control sys-

tem that combines a high level of conveni-

ence with optimum security. The residents

and associates have been very pleased

with how easy the system is to use.

“Close to home”

The Pius Care Home belongs to Cicero

Zorggroep, a group of companies that

runs 13 modern care centres in the

Netherlands. Cicero Zorggroep offers

everything from simple support services

in the residential, care and well-being

sectors, to complex forms of care and

treatment at its care homes. Under its

motto of “Close to home” it provides

friendly and professional care for the

elderly and other people who need help.

› info@kaba.nl


